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Please read the instruction manual carefully and follow the instructions
before use.
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Preface

Respected user:

Welcome to choose our company’s latest product, the inner ball roller

machine, which uses an innovative compression micro-vibration technology.

This technology is realized by a 360° intelligent rotating cylindrical roller handle.

A roller device composed of 50 silicone balls in the larger handle, used for body

care; another roller device composed of 60 silicone balls in a smaller handle is

used for face/neck care. Silicone balls are placed in a honeycomb shape with a

specific density and diameter. The direction of rotation and pressure ensure that

the micro-compression is transmitted to the tissue. The unique handle produces

mechanical compression and micro-vibration on the skin, which cannot be

replicated by hands or other techniques "Compression micro-vibration therapy"

replaces the traditional method of "suction traction massage", using

micro-compression instead of suction, and micro-vibration instead of traction.

When applied to the body, it helps to improve lymphatic drainage and circulation,

deep detoxification, relieve muscle stiffness and soreness, decompose

subcutaneous fat deposits, eliminate cellulite, reduce cellulite and shape

contours. After a few procedures, your body will immediately reduce its volume

by 1-2 sizes! When applied to the face, it helps to improve the formation of blood

vessels, thereby supporting the production of collagen and elastin, increasing

oxygen delivery, helping to nourish and brighten tissues from the inside, in

addition, it can relax and regulate muscles and help reduce expression wrinkles.
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Appears, reduces swelling, fights tissue sagging, and rejuvenates the face

significantly. Compression micro-vibration therapy is specially designed for

non-invasive skin rejuvenation, body shaping and physical therapy. It is the

latest generation of body care for the face, neck, shoulders, arms, chest, back,

waist, abdomen, buttocks, legs and feet, etc. Compression micro-vibration

therapy is a treatment that can reactivate blood circulation, a method that can

care for complex diseases such as lymphatic stasis, lymphedema and cellulite,

so it can improve skin nutrition and cell oxygenation, compression

micro-vibration therapy It is an innovative combination between beauty and

health.

Principle introduction

The inner ball roller apparatus is a non-invasive mechanical compression

micro-vibration treatment. The principle is that the silicone ball rotates along the

roller 360° to generate compression micro-vibration. As the ball rotates and

exerts pressure on the skin, it produces a "pulsation compression" effect,

realizing continuous push-pull kneading reciprocating motion, and the tissue will

experience some pressure And lifting action, will not squeeze or damage the

skin, the tissue is exerted pressure to stretch the cells to naturally and deeply

stimulate cell activity, blood flow and oxygenation, fat deposits are pressurized

and thus loosened to finally decompose, reducing cellulite and Removes

cellulite; also exerts pressure on deep muscle groups to fully soften and stretch,

thereby reducing muscle stiffness and soreness, accelerating metabolism,
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eliminating stagnation and fluid accumulation, conditioning tissues and

re-firming skin tissues, reshaping your body. It can also stimulate fibroblasts,

increase the production of collagen and elastin, increase blood flow and

increase oxygen. As a result, wrinkles are smoothed, puffiness and eye bags

are reduced, and the skin is rejuvenated and tightened. This technology is

clinically proven to help tone muscles and sculpt the body and face to

rejuvenate, as well as help redesign and tighten the chest.

Muscle action

Tones muscles and tightens
tissues.

Sedation

Improve oxygen and
eliminate pain.

Drain action

Eliminate toxins and help
lymphatic drainage.

Vascular effect

Improve blood circulation and
nourish tissues.

Reshaping action

Reshapes contours and
smooths out wrinkles.
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Features

1. Unique 360° intelligent rotating drum handle, continuous long-term operation

mode, safe and stable.

2. There is an LED display on the handle to display the time and speed, and an

LED display light pole, which makes it easier to control and adjust the rotation

direction and speed on the body handle.

3. One-key switch between forward and reverse directions.

4. The silicone ball is flexible and smooth, effortless, the rolling process is gentle

and does not sting, the movement is soft and evenly pushed, massaged and

lifted to achieve the best effect.

5. No need for beautician laborious massage, simple and safe operation.
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Application part

Instrument instructions

A. Installation: Align the handle with the handle socket on the back of the device
and place it on the rack; insert the power cord into the socket on the back of
the device, turn on the power and turn on the power switch, and then press
the power button to start the device.
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B. Small handle: use for face, neck, shoulder

Touch screen

Switch button

LED display
light pole

Small handleLarge handle

（Use for face, neck, shoulders）（Use for the body）
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C.Large handle: use for the body

LED display screen

LED show light pole

Adjust speed button
Toggle rotation
direction button

（The default is forward rotation.
Press once to switch to reverse
rotation, and press again to
switch to forward rotation.）

（Click to add a gear）

Clockwise rotation
(Abbreviation: clockwise
rotation)

Rotate
counterclockwise
(Abbreviation: reverse)

Honeycomb sphere
arrangement
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D.The replacement and installation of the roller built into the handle is shown in
the figure below:

①Press and hold the buttons on both sides at the same

time to pull out the lid;

②Pull out the silicone ball roller body straight from the built-in;

④Align the shaft body and

install the cover in the

groove.

③Replace and install a new roller;
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Interface introduction

A.Check whether the connection of the instrument is normal. Connect the

instrument to the power supply and turn on the power switch. Press the power

button and the machine will start up immediately, and the startup interface will

appear.

B.After clicking the boot interface, it will automatically enter the professional

working interface.

Figure 1: Boot Interface

Figure 2：Working Interface

Body Handle Face Handle

Speed Gear0perating Time

Pause
Increase

（Click the icon to switch the
work of the big handle）

（Click the icon to switch the
small handle to work）

Storage parameters Storage Button

（5 parameters can be stored: M1, M2, M3, M4, M5）

Rotation Direction:
Reverse

Rotation Direction:
Clockwise

（click Increase，

click Decrease）
（click Increase，

click Decrease）

Start
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⑴ introduction of specialized working interface:

【 】Large handle；【 】Small handle；

【 】Rotation Direction: Clockwise；

【 】Rotation Direction: Reverse；

【90:00】0perating Time: 90 Minutes，1-9 gears，The interval between each

gear is 10 minutes；

【 】Speed Gear:1-9 gears，Adjust speed，click【 】Increase，【 】

Decrease；

click【 】Start； click【 】Pause；

【M1】－【M5】 Storage parameters,5 parameters can be stored Or call

parameters: M1, M2, M3, M4, M5,【 】Storage Button.

【 】Return Button.
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Common Problem

What is the Inner ball roller machine?

The inner ball roller instrument is a cutting-edge, globally recognized body

shaping instrument. It uses innovative compression micro-vibration to improve

lymphatic drainage, increase blood circulation, improve cellulite, reduce cellulite,

reverse signs of aging, muscle conditioning and detoxification treatment. It can

be used on face and body. The most popular areas for treatment are the thighs,

buttocks and upper arms.

Is compression micro-vibration therapy safe?

Compression micro-vibration therapy is a non-invasive treatment. It is 100%

safe and does not have any side effects.

How long is a single treatment?

It is suitable for any part of the body or face, but depending on the size of the

area to be treated, the single time will vary from a minimum of about 45 minutes

to a maximum of 1 hour and 30 minutes.

Will you feel pain during the treatment?

No, it is actually a very pleasant treatment. Most customers say that it feels

similar to a deep tissue massage. The intensity/stress level gradually increases

with each treatment and can be adjusted to your desired tolerance. There are

no side effects and you can return to normal life immediately after treatment.

How often can the treatment be performed?

It is usually recommended to do it twice or three times a week. However, the

minimum time required between treatments is 48 hours.
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Product parameter

Product name Inner ball roller machine

Touch screen 10.4 inch large LCD

Speed of large handle 450rpm

Speed of small handle 410rpm

Output frequency 40-254Hz

Input voltage AC110V/220V

Output power 10-300W

Fuse 5A

Air box size 66×43×76.5cm

Air box weight About 13kg

Total weight 39kg
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